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Commercial HVAC Company Sees 116% Increase in Leads from
SEO
THE PROBLEM
A San Francisco commercial HVAC company wanted more revenue—specifically, they wanted to
book more installations and OWN their market area. They knew their potential customers were
searching for their services online, but they were losing business to their competitors that
ranked higher than them in the search results. They needed to gain visibility, increase traffic and
leads from the website, and accurately optimize marketing costs. The owner had heard about
digital marketing and search engine optimization (SEO), but knew he needed someone
experienced in commercial HVAC SEO to steer the ship for them. He came to SwiftPropel for the
answer.

THE SOLUTION
Since San Francisco has such mild weather, we had our work cut out for us. We started by
putting tracked lines and URLs on all of the company’s marketing strategies to figure out
which campaigns were generating leads and at what cost per lead. Our advanced tracking
services allowed us to find the leverage points of their business and turn up the dial on
advertising installations. In order to maximize our client’s search engine real estate, SwiftPropel's
SEO and content marketing team fine-tuned existing website content while aggressively building
out new search engine optimized content for their installation services. We then redesigned
their website to make it more user-friendly and encourage actions
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Commercial HVAC Company Sees 116% Increase in Leads from
SEO
THE RESULT
Their SEO investment paid off—we increased their page one keywords by 177%, and as a result,
they increase new leads from the web by 116%. Our strategies were working so well they broke
company lead records. With SwiftPropel steering their marketing strategy, the commercial
HVAC company created such a dependable pipeline of installation leads that they were able to
shift their focus from sales growth to hiring efforts and internal operations, improving overall
efficiency and customer satisfaction with the brand.

ABOUT SWIFTPROPEL
Learn more about how we can help you create a highly effective online presence, accurately
track your advertising results, and use content marketing, search engine optimization (SEO), pay
per click (PPC), web design, and conversion rate optimization to get more leads and sales for
your business from the web.
Founded in 2014, SwiftPropel is a data-driven online marketing company that helps businesses
increase leads and sales, optimize marketing costs, and differentiate their brands in the
marketplace using online marketing strategies such as website design and development, pay per
click (PPC) advertising, search engine optimization (SEO), video, email and social media
marketing, ad tracking, conversion rate optimization, and more.
Call us today at: +91-8010-046-046 or share your marketing goals here
www.swiftpropel.com/contact

